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STABILO PALETTE Fine Black 2 pc(s)

Brand : STABILO Product code: B-55618-5

Product name : PALETTE

- Save money and resources by refilling your STABILO PALETTE
- Great writing experience thanks to improved gel formula for smooth writing
- Write precisely and take notes with the line width F in 0.4 mm
- Structure notes and choose from the writing colors blue, black and red
PALETTE Refill, Black, 2 pcs

STABILO PALETTE Fine Black 2 pc(s):

Refills for the STABILO PALETTE, the rollerball with a push mechanism. It is the ideal companion for style-
conscious writers. With improved gel formula, it writes softly and gently. Thanks to the non-slip, soft grip
zone, the rollerball pen is easy to hold and has a good grip, even when writing for a long time. The
reduced design including viewing window makes the STABILO PALETTE a visual highlight. With blue,
black and red, it inspires in colorful shaft and writing colors. Thanks to the fine font width (0.4 mm), you
can work in a concentrated and precise manner. And if the ink runs out, you can simply refill the
rollerball with the right refills.
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